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UPCOMING EVENTS
•

COVID-19

Grain Trading Standards

GTA have established a COVID-19 page on our
website, as information source for Members.

- 9 August 2022—Via Zoom

- 18-19 August 2022—Toowoomba, QLDIn response to member demand, GTA has set up
COVID-19 Safety Guidelines.

- 22-23 August 2022—Dubbo, NSW
•

Understanding Grain Markets—31st August 2022—Via Zoom
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GOYDER’S LINE— GROWING WITH GRAIN
Dear GTA Members
I had a fantastic couple of days at the Australian Grains Industry Conference on the 27th and 28th
of July 2022. It was especially moving to see the grain industry show its support for the Ukraine
grain industry and the Ukrainian people with a standing ovation for Mr Mykola Gorbachov,
President of the Ukraine Grain Association. Mykola gave a special keynote address on the
impact on the Ukraine grain supply chain from the conflict in Ukraine. AGIC 2022 was all about
reconnecting as it is important to come together as an industry as the impact of the last few
years has and continues to create a toll on the grain industry and its communities. The
conference theme of Growing with Grain was apt as the world is facing some major food
security issues driven mainly by the conflict in Ukraine and the limited export supply to the
traditional customers of Black Sea grain.
In his opening address Minister Watt’s said the new federal government has a strong focus on the agricultural industry,
and in particular the grain sector, and appreciated the need to address strategic supply chain opportunities to continue to
develop and grow what is a world-leading grains sector in this country. He emphasised the importance of international
cooperation and the continued need to focus on ensuring trade between countries can continue unimpeded and based on
market principles.
August marks the annual release date of the 2022/23 season GTA Grain Trading Standards. These are now available on
the GTA website. The Trading Standards are prepared each year through the efforts of the members of the GTA Trading
Standards Technical Committee and its numerous Sub-Committees responsible for its preparation. The industry owes a
debt of gratitude to the volunteer members who give their time to ensure the grain industry has the tools it needs to
facilitate trade.

What’s in a name – From the perspective of federal government departments not a lot as they are constantly changing.
With the change in government at the recent election the deckchairs have been moved again and the government
department GTA has the most to do with has undergone a change in name. The Department of Agriculture Water and
the Environment under the Morrison government is now the Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF)
under the Albanese government.

Andrew Goyder
Chair—Grain Trade Australia

Mr Mykola Gorbachov, President of the Ukraine Grain Association &
Pat O’Shannassy, CEO Grain Trade Australia
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AGIC 2022 HIGHLIGHTS
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UNDERSTANDING GTA LOCATION DIFFERENTIALS
What are Locations Differentials and why are they required by industry? Location
Differentials (LDs) are widely used by the Australian grain industry as one of the
pricing inputs to calculate the value of grain associated with specific contracts of
sale.
They are generally used as part establishing a ‘site based’ or ‘settlement’ price as
compared to the agreed headline Track (seaport terminal) price the contract was
based on.
An LD is the “value” attributed to a specific up-country grain bulk storage and
handling facility compared to the “value’ at an export port terminal facility. It can
be viewed as an indicative proxy for freight costs.
LDs are particularly used for GTA Contract No.2 – Grain and Oilseeds in Bulk – Basis Track (commonly called Track
Contracts) and for ASX grain futures contracts.
The Track Contracts settlement process includes:
Step
Track Sale/
Purchase

Track Sale
Delivery
Locations

Settlement
Transaction

Settlement
Transaction
Components

Example
Counterparties agree to a sale of x tonnes of grain/
grade based on a common pricing point within a Terminal Port zone (Track Price) – i.e. the pricing point is
the based on the grain immediately prior to delivery
into a seaport terminal.
During the Delivery Period (established in the contract
of sale) the Seller nominates delivery location/s and
existing tonnes at country receival locations. The Buyer after the Settlement will become the owner of
these site tonnes through an in-store transfer transacted by the storage operator.
The purpose of the Settlement Transaction is to revalue the grain from the original port terminal pricing
point (Track Price) to a delivered country storage
price point at each of the country delivery sites.

Track Price is $400 per m/t
at the agreed seaport terminal pricing point

1.
2.
3.

Site A
Site B
Site C

To adjust the price to an in-store price point the settlement price is derived from:

Track Price

$400

Receival Fee

+$6.90

•

Shrinkage
Value

+$1.50

LD

-$48.25

In-Store
Value

$360.15

Track Price + The storage operator Receival
Fee + calculated value of the grain Shrinkage
deduction – the GTA LD value

GTA’s Commerce Committee is in the process of reviewing Submissions from GTA members seeking alterations to the
existing east coast Location Differentials. The GTA Commerce Committee sets the LDs for New South Wales,
Queensland and Victoria only. The Committee and trade precedent agrees to use the rates set by Viterra and CBH Group
each year for South Australia and Western Australia respectively.
Once the EC LDs are approved by the GTA Board they will be made available to industry. LDs come into effect each year
on 1 October.
For more information relating to LDs GTA has provided Fact Sheet No.005 Location Differentials
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STATUS OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED WHEAT IN AUSTRALIA
You may have seen recent media articles including in World Grain
regarding a company seeking regulatory approval for HB4 wheat as a
food product. This has raised questions from customers and others
in Australia regarding its status.
HB4 wheat is a genetically modified wheat line using the sunflower
HaHB4 gene to confer increased tolerance to environmental stresses
such as drought.
The CURRENT STATUS in Australia is there is no commercial
production of GM wheat occurring.

However, Trigall Genetics the developer of HB4 wheat has submitted an application to the relevant Australian government authority (FSANZ) to have processed food products manufactured
with the inclusion of HB4 wheat assessed for inclusion in Schedule 26 of the Food Standards Code.
To be clear the application did not seek approval to cultivate HB4 wheat in Australia. The application is for food products
either in the form of wheat flour or as a finished product such as baked goods.
For information and to support its members GTA has released Member Update No. 10 of 2022 this can be provided as
information to customers and other stakeholders seeking clarification of the status of commercial production of GM wheat
in Australia (i.e. there is none).

EUROPEAN UNION CONSULTATION

The European Union (EU) is currently undertaking a public consultation on legislating Plant Breeding Innovation with a focus
on new genomic techniques.
This consultation is by way of a Questionnaire on its web site. GTA has engaged the GTA Plant Breeding Innovation
Committee and the Trade Market and Access Committee to assist with the answer of the 18 questions.
GTA in its Submission has focussed on taking a risk based scientific approach to any legislation. The main points included:
•
Regulation should be science based commensurate with risk. Thus, where products derived from Innovative
Breeding have the same characteristics and safety profile as products derived from conventional breeding, they
should not be considered GMOs.
•

GTA and the Australian grain industry supports innovation as this has been a key contributor enabling the
industry to deliver improved outcomes for growers and consumers.

•

The Australian grain industry has adopted a ‘market choice’ approach to ensure that it meets customer needs and
market requirements. The Australian Market Choice Framework is a voluntary protocol that focuses on
stewardship, domestic and international regulatory compliance, and supply chain management.

•

The grain industry’s profitability, competitiveness and sustainability has been based on continual innovation and
adoption of new technologies.

•

A trade facilitative approach will support global food security – this will be delivered through a regulatory system
that is science based and commensurate to risk.

A link to the Submission on the EU website is available here
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KHAPRA BEETLE (TROGODERMA GRANARIUM) - PEST RISK ANALYSIS
Khapra beetle is one of the world’s most destructive pests of stored plant-based products and an effective hitchhiker.
Khapra beetle is not present in Australia and is rated as the second highest national priority plant pest for Australia.
Khapra beetle is small and cryptic, with a preference for inhabiting cracks and crevices. These characteristics enable the pest
to remain undetected in shipping containers, vessels, goods and packaging. Khapra beetle larvae can hibernate when there is
a lack of food sources. In this state larvae have an enhanced tolerance to starvation, insecticides, and extreme temperatures.
When food becomes available, they can break hibernation, mature and breed rapidly, and quickly expand their population.
Khapra beetle had previously been intercepted at Australian borders only a few times each year prior to a marked increase
in 2020, when there were 16 interceptions of this pest. In addition to the increase in interceptions, Khapra beetles were
found in goods with which they had not previously been associated, and in shipments from countries not known to have
khapra beetle. These interceptions indicate a changing pathway risk profile and have justified the introduction of the current
emergency measures.
As part of the emergency measures DAFF are conducting a pest risk analysis for Khapra beetle
DAFF are initiating this pest risk analysis to assess the risk of Khapra beetle, and to determine whether the emergency
measures manage the biosecurity risk to achieve Australia’s Appropriate Level of Protection (ALOP). The emergency
measures will remain in place until the pest risk analysis is completed and any recommended ongoing phytosanitary
measures are implemented.
DAFF next steps
•

Review the science on khapra beetle and other Trogoderma species of biosecurity concern to Australia
that are associated with stored plant products

•

Assess pathways for the potential entry of Khapra beetle into Australia

•

Review and evaluate the introduced emergency measures

•

Confirm the maintenance of emergency measures as ongoing measures or recommend revised and/or
additional risk management measures where appropriate

•

Develop a draft report

DAFF will release a draft report in early 2023 for a 60-calendar day public consultation period. We plan to release the draft
report for public consultation in early 2023.
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GRAIN VOLUME & DENSITY—TEST WEIGHT

As discussed in the previous Grain Matters we are commencing a regular spotlight on the supporting documents to the
Australian Grain Industry Code of Practice (Code), namely the Technical Guideline Documents . The 22 Technical
Guideline Documents (TGDs) are supportive and supplementary to the Code and assist implementation of each listed
activity in the Code and are important reference materials for industry.
The second TGD to be highlighted is TGD No. 2 Test Weight Assessment
Test Weight is a quality parameter listed in many international grain standards. It is a measure of the density of grain and
measures now much a specific volume of grain weighs. The weight in Australia is expressed in kilograms per hectolitre
(the weight of a hundred litres) and is based on a 0.5 litre measure and the common reference tool is the Chronometer.

Methods of analysis may differ from Australia but in general the main processes and equipment are similar.
There are some key measures that storage operators need to employ to ensure correct assessment of test weight
including:
•

Ensuring a representative sample is used for assessment

•

Verifying regularly the equipment is appropriate including cross-checking with other parties, and

•

Ensure all staff are adequately trained

ADVICE THAT IS COMPLIANT

On the 14th of July 2022 GTA facilitated the annual (on-line) Forum applicable for Grain
Marketing Advisors -The Advisory & Compliance Day
Delegates were provided a full agenda of speakers and topics relevant to GTA members
that provide market advice to grain growers. The Program included:
•

Information relevant to the current Australian crop outlook

•

A summary of the joint govt/GTA project on Grain Asset Storage Standards

•

The review of, and issues relating to the Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL)

•

Noise surrounding local Cash process and the Futures Market

•

Supply Chain issues; and

•

Summaries of the insurance and Carbon markets.

This Forum as well as offering information on relevant current issues is compliant with Professional Development a
requirement under the AFSL.
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BULK VESSEL SURVEYS
GTA represents its members at the DAFF Grain and Plant Products Export
Industry Consultative Committee (GPPEICC).
GPPEICC is the principal forum for DAFF to consult with grain, fodder, nuts,
seed and timber industries on the strategic direction of the industries, export
inspection and certification, export market access and other relevant issues.
At the most recent GPPEICC GTA raised the issue of Bulk Vessel Inspections by DAFF Authorised Officers and Marine Surveys and the duplication of
the task and roles.
GTA provided a paper to DAFF outlining the efficiency gains that may be
provided through seeking to align components of the tasks performed. DAFF
has agreed to commit resources to a joint Government / industry project to
seek efficiency and where possible to align the two inspection processes.
Further information will be provided as the project progresses.
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